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I reckon we can see the fall season coming but it is
still down the road a ways. I, for one, will surely welcome a little cooler weather that makes it easier to
By Wray Lemke
enjoy the MGs. The Drive-In Movie was a lot of fun.
The movie I picked, “The Cars That Ate Paris” was
probably one of the cheesiest, most strangely made movies that had a car-centric
theme we’ve ever watched. Set in Paris, Australia, it seemed to try and combine
elements of “The Prisoner” (no one gets to leave the town), mind control experiments, and a group of crazy hot rodder nuts that finally crash the town to smithereens for no apparent reason other than they were told where they had to park.
Some of us kind of enjoyed it for what it was, hokey, but it wasn’t well received
by others. So, it’s been relegated to the bottom of the movie inventory pile. The
evening was fun, we enjoyed the fellowship and great food in a great location.
Special thanks to Ryan at Remington Elliot for hosting the club where we enjoyed
the food and movie surrounded by lovely classic cars in air conditioned comfort. A
big thanks to Michael for making the event, and the great hotdog layout, happen.
British Car Day is coming up fast, Dave Rosato has been putting a lot of time and
effort into the planning for this one and it will be different and really nice. I
think that moving to Palmetto Islands County Park will be a nice change of scenery
and fun, too. The site will be a bit cooler, with shade available for eating and
hanging out. As always, we need help with putting on the show, setting up, tearing
down, and some things during the show, such as helping in the silent auction tent.
Also, if you know any businesses that can donate items for the giveaway bags or
the silent auction tent we would greatly appreciate it if you could get with them
and obtain some stuff.
The Club is having a tech session on Sept. 22 at the Coleman garage, located at
450 West Coleman Blvd, in Mt. Pleasant. We will be working on a list of various
items, Glenn needs to work on his Bugeye wiper box ferrules and tach, Patterson
Smith needs help with his TR6 wipers and is looking to add a headlight relay kit,
Bob’s TD has generator and wiper issues. There may be a couple of other folks
coming who need a little help. Come one, come all, help if you want, or stand around
and offer advice. We’ll start around 9:00am on that morning. I really enjoy these
sessions, as it give everyone a chance to learn something new and increase their
own knowledge of their cars. We always have fun so see ya there.

Prez Sez

Until then,
Safety Fast!
Wray
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Well,
September has always been a busy month for me Birthdays & anniversaries, school starting, or more recently, opening of Doe season. This year there’s a little added as we close in on British Car Day, which is
closer than it seems. Dave has set up an excellent framework & the location looks
very comfortable, with grass and shade instead of sandspurs, but the show is
about cars. So register your cars, tell your friends to register their cars, tell
strangers with British cars to register their cars. Seriously, you have to preregister to get the free tee-shirt and into the reception Friday evening on the Yorktown, and you don’t want to miss it! As we get a little closer we’ll need names to
commit to setting up and tearing down the show, as well as helping run portions of
it like counting ballots. Please think now about how you can assist, your executive
committee is working hard to ensure you can help easily!
While the heat of August hasn’t been very inductive to recreational driving, these
last few mornings have had a tantalizing coolness in the air. We’re starting off
September with a nice long weekend – a perfect time to check the air in the tires,
test the starter, and maybe put the battery on a charger. Crank the motor & if
there’s an issue, well there’s a tech session coming up in a few weeks. If there’s
no issue, go for a drive!
Safety…Fast!
Bob

Tail of the Dragon, Wheels Through Time, Asheville, Blue Ridge
Parkway, Little Switzerland
What a drive it could be!
How about a 5 day/4 night drive
through the beautiful Smoky Mountains. These are the kind of roads
our LBC's were designed for! Check
out the updated website here. If
this looks like something you would
like to do, fill out the form on the
website. It is still in the planning
stages but there looks to be enough
interest. There is a tentative detailed plan on the website. Check it
out and let me know if you have any
questions or comments.
Dave Rosato

Bob Simons doing the Tail on his Norton
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IT’S EASY TO JOIN…
Just fill in and sign the application and send along with $35.00 annual dues, to:
British Car Club of Charleston
PO Box 22826
Charleston, SC 29403
We look forward to seeing you at all of our meetings and events! (Please print clearly)

NAME:_________________________Street:_________________________CITY:______________________
STATE:__________ZIP:_______TELEPHONE:__________E-MAIL:________________FAX:_______________
Car(s):

Make:____________________Model:______________________Year:________Color:

CAR(S)

Make:____________________Model:______________________Year:________Color:

As a member of the British Car Club of Charleston (BCCC), I agree to hold BCCC, its board of Directors, Officers, and organizers of events
free From all liability for any accident or injury which may occur in connection with club events.
SIGNATURE:_________________________PRINTED NAME:_____________________DATE:______________
___NEW MEMBER ___RENEWAL ___I give my permission to list my phone and E-mail in the membership directory to be accessible to members only.
Birthday please: Name:_________________Month:_________Day:_______
Spouse B’day : Name:_________________Month:_________Day:_______
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34th Annual British Car Day planning
Dave Rosato
BCD plans are coming to fruition. The reception will be Friday evening October 26th
on the USS Yorktown fantail from 6-8pm.
Make sure you register early as space is limited. There will be a variety of great food
to munch on as well as a cash bar.
Hagerty Youth Judging Program
Designed primarily for youth ages 8 to 14, the Youth Judging Program brings the
world of classics to a kid friendly level. The Young Judges are guided through the
show field as a group to pre-selected show cars and interact with owners, allowing
the judges to learn details, history and fun facts about each. A simplified score
card that highlights five basic categories and is rated on a scale of 1-to-5 is used.
Moss Motors $200 gift certificate
A drawing will be held for pre-registrants to win a $200 gift certificate for Moss
Motors.
Silent Auction
Last year receipts from the Silent Auction provided significant funding for the
event. If you have something you would like to donate for the Silent Auction,
please bring it to the Monthly Meeting or to one of the events.
Painting by Panagiotis Mitos
The painting of Don Wathnes 1909 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost painted by Panagiotis
Mitos will be on display. We will be raffling off a custom commissioned painting of
your car by Panagiotis Mitos!
Old sports car magazines for sale
There will be over a hundred old sports car magazines for sale going back to the
early 1950’s. Check them out to see if you can find a road test of your vintage
car.

You can register online or by
snail mail. You’re not required
to draw little pictures on the
envelope but it is encouraged!
As always, see our website for the latest information and details.
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Upcoming Events
See the BCCC website for details
Check out autoclubcalendar.com for other local automotive events
Saturday September 8th, Monthly Meeting, 8-9:30am, Marina Variety Store
Restaurant, 17 Lockwood Dr, Charleston
Sunday September 9th, Best of Britain Motor Car Show, 11am-3pm, Baxter
Village, 951 Market St #103, Fort Mill, SC
Saturday September 15th, Sea Islands Cars and Coffee, 9-11am, Freshfields
Village
Saturday September 22nd, Tech Session, Mt Pleasant Radio Co, 450 W Coleman
Blvd, Mt Pleasant
Saturday September 22nd, 4th Annual Crowfieldfest, 11am-3pm, 101 Hunters
Ln, Goose Creek
September 27-30, 2018 6-Pack Trials, Fontana Dam, NC
Saturday September 29th, MGs on the Green, 9am-3pm, 220 George W Liles
Pkwy, Concord, NC
Friday October 26th, British Car Day Reception on the USS Yorktown, 6-8pm
Saturday October 27th, 34th Annual British Car Day

Did you ever wonder how a standard transmission worked?
Well you could get the answer to this question from the authority, John Twist.
We're trying to gauge the interest in having John come to Charleston and give a
class on MG transmissions. This would be a very informative class even if you
don't have an MG. John has created over 67 You Tube videos on all aspects of
MG repair. He started University Motors in 1975 and over the years has become
the go to expert on MG's. To have John come
down, we would need at least 20 people interested in attending and willing to pay
$100. The club will provide lunch. If you have
any issues with your MG, I'm sure John would
find the time to discuss it and look at your car.
If you are interested, please contact Wray at
wraylemke@compuserve.com.
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Frozen Blackberry Fool
by Lynn Rosato
Falling somewhere between an ice cream and a
syllabub, this berry-rippled dessert is seasonal
and spectacular!

Ingredients
•
•
•
•
•

300g blackberry
juice 1 lemon
85g golden caster sugar
300ml double cream
shortbread biscuits, to serve

Method
Mash most of the blackberries with the lemon juice and half the sugar.
Whip the cream with the remaining sugar.
Fold the whipped cream and blackberry mix together to make a mauve cream,
then tip into a freezer container and freeze until set.
Serve in scoops in glasses, with the shortbread and remaining blackberries on the
side.
Recipe from BBC Good Food magazine, September 2012

One of the final products
from Thrill on the Hill
(in a couple pages)
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BCCC Meeting Notes — August 11, 2018 Monthly Meeting
by Peter Steele
With a forecast of zero percent chance of rain, and a clear radar, 27 souls arrived at the Variety Store Restaurant for our monthly meeting in various degrees
of wetness; over the next 90 minutes, we proceeded to watch a few downpours as
the meeting progressed!
Bob Simons announced that a neighbor is selling an enclosed trailer (formerly used
to haul a Mustang) for ~$3000. Bob hopes to get that item to the “For Sale” section of the website. (And if you ever just need to borrow a trailer, Peter Steele
(pwsteele911@gmail.com) has a lightweight aluminum Trailex open trailer with a
capacity of 3100 pounds and dual-axle surge brakes available for club members to
use.)
Check the website for updated details on these upcoming events:
— Drive-in Movie: August 25 at the Elliot Remington facility on Daniel Island
— Tech session: September 22 or 29 at Wray Lemke’s Coleman Blvd shop
The bulk of the meeting focused on our rapidly approaching British Car Day. Dave
Rosato has been doing the vast majority of the heavy lifting required to prepare
for our big annual event and offered the following updates/information:
— Event posters are ready. Contact Dave if you want one or more to post so the
public learns about the show.
— The Friday night reception will be held on the Yorktown fantail. The area is
covered but is limited to 100 people (at a time). The reception is free to preregistered entrants, and there will be a cash bar.
— Much work remains and many volunteers are needed. Let Dave know if you can
help before, during, or after BCD.
— If you have contacts or ideas for sources or items for good “bag stuffers,” let
Bob Simons know and he’ll follow up.
— Event volunteers are needed for many jobs, including registration, providing
water/ice/coolers, setting up and directing entrant parking, taking photos, managing the silent auction (as well as donating items to be auctioned — inform Millie
Horton if you have any items for the auction).
— Dave has tested — with some mixed results — a “voting-via-phone-app” process
to make tallying votes faster and easier. This effort is still being worked on.
— Due to the high cost of trophies, most award winners will receive ribbons; a limited number of trophies might be obtained for awards such as best-of-show.
Finally, Wray discussed the possibility of the club bringing John Twist to Charleston to conduct a seminar on rebuilding transmissions. There would need to be at
least 20 participants (paying $100 each) to make it happen, so contact Wray if you
are interested.
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Morgan's Thrill On The Hill
by Ken Kreuzer
How many car companies would invite their customers, dealers, employees and local food and gift purveyors to a giant picnic at the factory? Morgan, the
only privately owned car company in the UK, did just
that this August. Celebrating 50 years of the Plus 8,
and, unfortunately the end of the naturally aspirated V8 engined sports cars, the show featured a year
by year display of the model starting with the 1968
prototype brought over from the states.
The factory and some UK dealers showed a number of cars ready to empty
one's wallet. Factory tours were available and some of the things we found interesting were crates being prepared for shipping the engines for US dealers to install in new traditional cars now available to us for the first time in years and a
alloy skinned body also ready to come here for someone's classic four seater. In
the same shops that hand made wood framed body's are made, Morgan have installed a 3D printer for making prototypes of new parts.
Managing director, Steve Morris, and the heads of design and marketing gave a
lively Q and A about the company while keeping information about new models up
their sleeve.
Live music capped off an unusual event.
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Old Sports Car Magazines
by Dave Rosato
A few Windscreens ago I mentioned that Frank Rupp had a bunch of Jenson parts
and a bunch of old sports car magazines he was looking to get rid of. Well I found
homes for the Jenson parts and am still looking for homes for the magazines.
The magazines range from 1951 to the mid ‘90’s. I’ve got a Road & Track road
test of my MGA and a Sports Car Illustrated road test of my 190sl Mercedes.
I’ve also got lots of cool ads for the cars. Below are just some of the MG ads.
I’m going to have the magazines at a table at British Car Day. I’ve gone through
the ’50’s magazines and marked on the front ones that have British car write-ups.
There will be a nominal charge for them, proceeds going to Frank.
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Drive-In Movie Night
by Diane Lambert
On Saturday, August 25th well into the Dog Days of Summer, 24 British Car Club
members enjoyed the hospitality of Ryan Toth, owner of Elliott Remington who
believes that "Cars are the sculptures of our everyday lives." What a great way
to look at the beauties we all hold near and dear.
Thanks to our Events Coordinator, Michael Rains, all who participated in setting up
the venue and all who contributed the many goodies we enjoyed. Thank you to
Wray and Susanne for the movies for the event. Susanne noted that she found
some movie choices, but that Wray was the decision maker.
The viewing began with some comical driving techniques from the lovable cartoon
character Goofy prefaced by Wray stating that he may have been accused in the
past of driving like Goofy, but vehemently denied.
Lighthearted chuckles about Goofy's driving were followed by The Cars That Ate
Paris. Not the typical cheesy (one of the all important requirements for the selection for the BCCC Movie Night) movie with cars racing through the streets as
in Gumball Rally or perhaps James Bond fashion, this movie definitely met the
cheesy criteria and featured a vast array of vehicles racing through the streets
of Paris.
I didn't think I could do the movie justice with my critique so I enlisted the assistance of Wikipedia for which I've provided the redacted version below:
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2018 BCCC MOVIE NIGHT
by Diane Lambert
I didn't think I could do the movie justice with my critique so I enlisted the assistance of Wikipedia for which I've provided the redacted version below:
The Cars That Ate Paris
A 1974 Australian horror comedy film shot mostly in the rural town of Sofala, New South Wales,
the film is set in the fictional town of Paris in which most of the inhabitants appear to be directly,
or indirectly, involved in profiting from the results of car accidents.
The film begins with an urban couple driving through the countryside in what looks like a cinema
advertisement. The scene comes to a halt with a fatal accident. The rural Australian town of Paris
arranges fatal accidents to visitors driving through. Townspeople collect items from the luggage of
the deceased passengers whilst survivors are taken to the local hospital where they are given lobotomies with power tools and kept as "veggies" for medical experiments by the earnest town surgeon. The young men of the town salvage and modify the wrecked vehicles into a variety of strange
-looking cars designed for destruction.
Arthur Waldo and his older brother, George drive though Paris with their caravan where they
meet with an accident that kills George. Arthur is spared and looked after by the Mayor of Paris
who invites Arthur to stay in his home as one of his family.
Arthur unsuccessfully attempts to leave Paris, but due to a previous incident where he was exonerated of manslaughter for running over an elderly pedestrian, he has lost his confidence in driving
and there doesn't seem to be any public transport. Mayor Len gives Arthur a job at the local hospital as an orderly.
Beneath the idyllic rural paradise of Paris is a festering feud between the young men of the town
who live for their modified vehicles that they terrorize the town with and the older generation.
When one of the hoons damages the Mayor's property and breaks a statue of an Aborigine, the
older men of the town burn the guilty driver's car as he is held down.
The Mayor appoints Arthur the town Parking Inspector complete with brassard and Army bush
jacket that further irritates the young men. The situation reaches its boiling point the night of
the town's annual Pioneers Ball which is a fancy dress and costume party. What was planned to be a
"car gymkhana" by the young men turns into an assault on the town where both sides attack each
other killing several of the residents.
Arthur regains his driving confidence when he repeatedly drives the Mayor's car into his former
hospital orderly supervisor who is one of the hoons. The film closes with Arthur, and the town's
other residents, leaving Paris in the night.
Peter Weir got the idea in 1973 to make the film while driving through Europe where road signs on
the main French roads diverted him into what he perceived as strange little villages. It originally
started as a comedy but later evolved into ...

Again, thank you to all involved with pulling together another event for members
to enjoy. It's always a good time when friends spend time together - movie or
not.
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Go to this link to see the results
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2018 Victory Cup Charleston Polo Match
& Hot Air Balloon Festival
When:
Saturday, October 13, 2018
11:00 AM – 7:00 PM EDT

40% Discount Tickets

Where:
Hyde Park Farm & Polo Club
6763 Davis Rd
Charleston, Ravenel
The British Car Club of Charleston has been invited to return to the 2018 Victory
Cup polo matches, to be held on Saturday, October 13th. The event is being held
at the Hyde Park Farm & Polo Club in Ravenel. To get more information on the
event, go to this link. To purchase tickets, click on the green button above. This
link goes to the special 40% discount tickets for our club. The ticket includes the
Hot Air Balloon Festival. Be sure to let Mert Fox (Mert25@att.net) know of your
ticket purchases and the type of British vehicle you are bringing. If you have any
questions, please contact Mert. Details will be emailed and posted on our website
as we get closer to the event.

Another great turnout for the Monthly Meeting at the Marina Variety
Store Restaurant. If you couldn’t make it, hope to see you next month!
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10 CLASSIC ADS FROM THE JC WHITNEY CATALOG
Article found by Mert Fox
What you need is a hood ornament shaped like Jayne Mansfield. JC Whitney had
you covered.
Like Betty Crocker, Häagen-Dazs and Aunt Jemima, there was no guy named “JC
Whitney”.
The company was founded in 1915 as The Warshawsky Company, a scrap metal
yard on Chicago’s gritty South Side. Lithuanian immigrant Israel Warshawsky was
a man who jumped on opportunity when he saw it. Automobile manufacturers were
cropping up like dot-commers in the 1920s and failing just as rapidly. Israel
bought up the remnants when those companies went under, first as scrap, then as
a spare parts empire.
It was his son, Roy, that saw the future in catalog marketing. For sixty bucks in
1934, he placed an ad in Popular Mechanics advertising his “giant auto parts catalog,” for just a quarter. The response was immediate and overwhelming, and carried JC Whitney through the war years and right on into the 1990s.
Pre-internet, JC Whitney was a legitimate source of replacement parts for every
kind of car that roamed the streets of America. When Volkswagen hit its stride in
the 1950s and 1960s, JC Whitney jumped in hard with tons of replacement parts.
That’s not what made JC Whitney special, though. What made its catalog a mustread when it arrived in your mailbox was the ridiculous accessories contained
within.
At the same time, just a few blocks away from JC Whitney HQ, Johnson Smith
Company was a world-class selling machine with its full line of fake turds, joy
buzzers, rubber chickens and whoopie cushions. JC Whitney took the same approach, but with car people in mind.
Here’s a look at what made the catalog so memorable:
Winking Animals
You like blinking lights on the tree, why not on
the package shelf of your 1961 Corvair? Winking
animals were JC Whitney’s stock-in-trade. For
the low, low price of just $6.95 — plus shipping
and handling — you could indicate the direction
in which you were about to turn through the
glowing eyes of Winky the Cat, Duchess the
Tiger, or Mac the Dog.
Perched on the rear deck, the animals were
wired to the turn signals, thanks to the weather-tight properties of a four-inch
length of Scotch tape.
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You like blinking lights on the tree, why not on the package shelf of your 1961 Corvair? Winking animals were JC Whitney’s stock-in-trade. For the low, low price of
just $6.95 — plus shipping and handling — you could indicate the direction in which
you were about to turn through the glowing eyes of Winky the Cat, Duchess the
Tiger, or Mac the Dog.
Perched on the rear deck, the animals were wired to the turn signals, thanks to
the the weather-tight properties of a four-inch length of Scotch tape.
Horns and Bells
If you were looking for holiday
gift that dinged, donged, whistled, honked or AH-OOOGAH’ed, JC Whitney was your
hookup. Pages and pages of
chrome-plated horns, bells,
whistles and chimes let your
fellow commuters know that you
were a force to be reckoned
with.
Barefoot Pedal
The perfect accessory for your dune buggy or custom van, the barefoot pedal was a buck-twenty-nine
and transformed your car from merely pedestrian to
pure awesome.
The truly cool would have a second foot for the floor
-mounted headlight dimmer switch. Groovy, man.

Grip King Automatic Electronic Sander
YOU THERE! Are you delayed from your holiday
festivities waiting for a socialist highway department apparatchik to sand icy roads while you
could be pulling yourself up by your bootstraps
and doing it the Ayn Rand way? Shame on you,
when you could be enjoying the ice-defeating power of the Grip King Automatic Electronic Road
Sander!
While those other suckers are spin their wheels
ineffectually, you’ll simply push a button to summon the traction that only 50 pounds of sand in
the trunk can offer.
Easy to install. Simply requires two gigantic holes bored through the inner fenders. (Holes not included.) Also useful for obscuring the vision of international as-
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Denim Stuff
“Join the Jean Scene” with these denim steering wheel covers, litter bags and rear deck
mats, complete with back pockets, because not
everybody can drive a Levi’s edition AMC product.
A perfect partner to the macramé dreamcatcher hanging from your rear view mirror. Get
“with it” today! (Squares need not apply).

Gyroscopic Stabilizers
In the go-go 1950s, you could say just about anything in an ad. Case in point, the Gyroscopic Stabilizers offered in the JC Whitney catalog. The
claims for these $19.95 items were the kind that
could Make America Great Again, if we didn’t have
weenie lawyers trying to ruin everything with
“facts” and “proof” and “responsible business
practices”.
These items — hunks of metal bolted to your
wheel lugs — claimed to cure every ill this side of
Halitosis.
Never mind that even an high school physics student can tell you this won’t work. Who are you,
Ralph Nader? Get lost, hippie!
Hand Starter for Volkswagen Engines
You kids with your fancy electric start. Why in
our day, you cranked over an engine by hand, and
if you separated your shoulder after you did, it
built character. For less than four bucks, you
could experience the sheer excitement of the
dawn of the automobile in your very own
Volkswagen.
Simply wind the strap around your VW’s generator pulley and fire your car to life with your own
gumption.
Hernia truss sold separately.
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“Rolls-Royce” Hood and Continental Kit

Now that you’ve yank-started
your Volkswagen, you’ll want to
add a few accessories to really
class up the joint. You’ll be mistaken for a Rockefeller with
this Rolls-Royce hood and Continental fake spare tire hump.
No more French’s yellow mustard for you, my good man. It’s
Grey Poupon on your tube steak from here on out.
Duplex Left Foot Accelerator
Are you tired of the drudgery of utilizing
only your right foot to persevere against
the inscrutable resistance of your throttle
return spring?
Act today and enjoy this contraption,
which allows your right foot to luxuriate in
comfort while that no-good lazy left foot
does some work for once.

(Second barefoot gas pedal required)
Form-A-Louver Cutting and Forming Tool
Nothing gives your car jet-age styling and performance like louvers that let the hot air out of
your trunk. Gone are the days when you have to
visit some overpriced “professional” with
“experience” to punch holes in your expensive
sheet metal.
Now you can do it from the comfort of your own
dirt driveway with JC Whitney’s Form-A-Louver
kit.
Comes with easy to follow instructions, which
advise practicing on Dad’s Pontiac before messing with your own jalopy.
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BCCC Regalia
You are now able to order
BCCC regalia right from the
BCCC website.
We have:
Beautiful enamel on 14k gold
plated copper BCCC Lapel Pins for $3.00 each.
Circular pin measures 3/4” in diameter with
military clutch.
Also available: shirts with the BCCC logo
available either in stock or you may order.
Caps with the logo, as well as Visors and onesize fits all driving caps with the logo on the
back
BCCC logo front license plates are available,
as well as Key fobs and name badges.
You may contact Millie Horton for name badges or special regalia requests
843-367-7250 or
mbhorton@bellsouth.net

BCCC Grill Badges are
here!
Mert has 10 BCCC grill badges left. If
you didn’t get one from the last batch,
here is your opportunity. Badges are
only $25. If you can’t pick it up at a
meet then there will be a nominal shipping charge.
Contact Mert at
mert25@att.net.
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Happy
Birthday
For

September
Gary Gray
Myrna Smith
Laura Kunze
Scott Bluestein
Don Davenport
Jay Heffernan
Bob Simons
Edward Anthony
Torsten Kunze
Clara Carlton
Don Wathne
Gordon King
Susan Atkins
Robert Combs
Sue Smith
Jim Harrell
Frederick Miles
Tricia Tilton
Dante David
Richard McDonnell
Paul Wharen
Jerry Marindin
Natalie Bluestein
Judi Purches
Hamp Atkins
Harry Cramer
Michelle Morey
Tom Ivester
Richie Hartley
Scott Ramstadt

1st
1st
2nd
2nd
4th
8th
9th
10th
12th
13th
13th
13th
15th
15th
16th
17th
18th
19th
19th
22nd
23rd
24th
24th
24th
25th
25th
25th
28th
28th
29th

AND MANY MOOOOORE
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Check out the For
Sale/Wanted page on
the BCCC website
Just click on this link on the website

1998 Morgan Plus 8 in pristine condition,
with 31k miles

Wanted: '78 MGB parts
- Driver's Seat - preferably black
- Radiator
- Hood
- LE Lug Nuts (16)
Jack Lambert (843) 532-2873
Wanted: Left front fender for an
MGB
Tony Girlardo 843-971-0706 or
tonyjoe29466@comcast.net

2002 Jaguar XK8

Welcome New Members

Parts Wanted

John Nuss
1994 Bentley Continental R
1954 Morgan Plus 4

For 1969 Jaguar E-Type SII Coupe
BD20767 & BD20766 NDV hinge pillars
(Mine have rebrazed mounting plates that
continue to crack) BD38326 rear hatch
release latch cover & finisher chrome
trims (I have the hinge covers). C28516
interior rear view mirror & mounting stem.
BD19562 & BD19561 Windshield chrome
trim “doglegs”. I have a lot of E-Type
parts to sell, trade, or give away.
Contact Bill Unger:

Wm.c.unger@gmail.com
(843)527-7840

Craig Ferrer
1966 MGB

Peter Wild
1980ish MGB V8
We look forward to many
Happy miles together!

Please let Dave Rosato know if your items have been sold.

More pictures from Morgan’s Thrill
on the Hill

The Windscreen
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September 2018
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

See our website for complete details
2

3

4

5

6

7

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

Best of Britain Motor Car
Show

23

24

25

26

27
2018 6-Pack TRials
Sept 27-30

30

8

BCCC Monthly
Meeting

Sea Island
Cars & Coffee

Tech Session

4th Annual Crowfieldfest

28

29

MGs on the
Green

31

One of the British cars
at Elliott Remington at
the Drive-in Movie

